Let the undisturbed axis of the i spar be located at R = aQ, 9 = 9^.
We define another set of space-fixed coordinates, (x^, y^, z^) , with origin at R = aQ, 9 = 9., z = 9. Let the cylindrical coordinates of a point in this system be (R^, \-^, z^), with the latter having the same orientation as the previous cylindrical system.
In the undisturbed condition, the surface of the i spar will be specified by the equation:
.
•th Finally, we introduce primed coordinate systems which correspond to each of the systems just mentioned, but which are fixed in the body.
When the body is in its equilibrium position, the primed and unprimed systems coincide.
The linear displacement of the raft will be described by three displacement variables, Xq, yQ, Zq ; the angular displacement by a, P, \, which are the positive rotations, respectively, about the x-, y-, z-axes.
Since the motions are assumed to be small enough that squares and products of these variables are negligible, the location of the raft is completely specified, and the three angular displacennent variables can be treated as the components of a vector.
Let r ' be the position vector of a point fixed in the raft, where r' = (x',y',z''). In terms of the space -fixed coordinates, r = (x, y, z),
we have, to first order in small quantities:
rz^r'+rpj+axr' [l] where a = (a, (3,\ ) In terms of components, this equation is equivalent to
To first order also, it follows that x' = x-XQ-(3z+Yy
The unprimed coordinates are related by X = aQ cos 9. + xŷ = ag sin 9^+ y. [2] and the same equations hold if x, y, z and x^, y-, z^are all primed.
It is assumed that there are incident waves which are described by the velocity potential $-(x,y,z,t) = -e^^cos(kx -cot) [3] U k where A is the amplitude of surface wave, k is 27r/wavelength = wave number, and CO is the circular frequency.
In the definition of the coordinates given above, the orientation of the xand y-axes was not specified, except for the orientation of the plane which they defined. Now we specify that the x-axis points in the direction of propagation of the surface waves and the y-axis completes the right-hand system.
THE VELOCITY POTENTIAL
The surface of the i spar can be specified by the equation:
-Zq -a(ao sin 6. + y.) + (3(aQ cos 9-+ x-)]
The boundary condition on the i spar is then aF.
-^+ (Vi$ -v. ) F. = 9 on F. = 9
where V-indicates the gradient in the (x. , y. , z. ) system, and $ = $(x. ,y.,z.,t)
is the velocity potential (viz.,^q 
FIRST-ORDER FORCES AND MOMENTS
The pressure is obtained from Bernoulli's equation in linearized form the whole structure. If we let n be a unit normal vector out of the fluid, then X^= I p cos(n,x)dS
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.th
The integrals are taken over the instantaneous surface of the i spar.
Here cos(n, x) is the cosine of the angle between n and the x-axis, etc,
We find readily that, to first order in small quantities, cos (n, x) = -cos X.' + v sin X.' + (3 a."
For abbreviation, we also define two sets of integrals
-where S(z-') = tt a-(z') = cross-sectional area of i spar at z'. .£ fell n-a e -a^^'2 u u g § B 2 "= "S -2 B^,z .= an 9 a. 
